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Abstract

We introduce a bi-objective problem which considers a fleet of $k$ uncapacitated vehicles
to visit a set of clients waiting for a service. In this problem we optimize an economic objective
as well as a service-quality objective simultaneously by minimizing the total travel distance
of the fleet while also minimizing the total waiting time of the clients to be visited. All
agents depart from a known depot and return to it at the end of the day. Each of the clients
is visited exactly once and all agents must be active.
This combination of objectives seeks to satisfy the requests of the clients as fast as possible by
minimizing their total waiting time while the agents travel the minimum distance to perform
the visiting. We call this problem as $k$-Minimum Latency-Distance Problem ({k}-{mldp}),
and in this talk we present a novel heuristic approach to approximate its
Pareto fronts. We call this methodology as Evolutionary algorithm with
Intelligent Local Search (EiLS). It is based on the classical Pareto ranking
scheme with crowding distance, which was originally proposed by Deb et al
(2000) in their NSGA-II algorithm, but to produce offsprings EiLS employs
an efficient random-shake crossover and an intelligent local search over
various neighborhoods as a substitute for a classical mutation process. EiLS
exploits {k}-{mldp} structure and selects the neighborhood with the best
ratio of success, to maintain a high quality of the produced fronts. We show
comparisons between a classical multi-objective solution algorithm and EiLS.
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